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The present invention'relates to suction clean- municates with a centrally arranged reduced 
ers having a cleaning nozzle mounted for pivotal neck 33“ the upper end 34 01' which is rotatably 
movement with respect to the cleaner body. \ telescoped in the lower end 35 of the elbow It 
An object of the invention is to provide a new In order to rotatably secure the nozzle in the 

and improved suction cIeaner- Another object 5 elbow l5, the-reduced‘ neck 34 is provided with 
is to provide a suction cleaner having a nozzle an arcuate slot 35 which slides along a pin 31 
movable with respect to the cleaner body to adapt threaded into the casing It. The slot 36 is of 
the cleaner for use in many normally inacces- such arcuate length as to permit the nozzle H 
sible places. A further obiect is to provide a suc- to be rotated through an angle of 90 degrees, 
tion cleaner having a belt driven brush in a noz- 10 In order to limit the rotation of the nozzle it 

,zle movable with respect to the cleaner body.v with respect to the bod m the neck 1 n 
‘Other objects and advantages of the invention of the nozzle is provided ‘with an uléltggdirgg 
will be apparent from the following description amuate lip 33 which forms two stops 39 and M, 

. and acmmpanymg drawings’ whereim ‘ the latter engaging a shoulder 61 in the casing 
Figure 1 is a longitudinal section partly in 15 n2 hen th nozzl - arran ed t 

elevation of an embodiment of the invention clegler bod‘; m, sslzhown ign Egg? $55120 52:; 
' showing the cleaner nozzle parallel to the cleaner _ w engaging a shoulder 52 in the casing ‘2 when 

.20 spanning the space between the wall M of the 

body‘ ‘ . 

' l - 1 
Figure 2 is a section along the line 2-42 of ' ilesggiznei? giggle; Trad 8‘ to the cleaner motor’ 

A Figure 1; 2° The nozzle H is maintained in di?erent oper- - 
2152333211: iosi?timiz'lry 19v; ?l‘iwigg the n02“ ating positions with respect to the body It by 
H ure 4 1 a seeming let otg’ 8i. 4% f means of a clamp Ml having a bracket ll mount 

g S c 9‘ ong 8 me 0 ed on the elbow l5 and which limits the pivotal 
Figure 3. _ v . , 

The embodiment of the invention herein dis- 26 ?le?ggto‘f?egrsizgiii z?lgegbigefgdggigzg 
closed comprises a suction cleaner provided with M engages slots 65 and ms respectively in the 

gngogfmllgtzg tglilggga? 835111: fbgggfclho 1181131732; nozzle ll-to maintain the latter parallel or trans 
a front casing £2 to which is- secured by screws 17ers‘; t3‘) tgedclqangr asl silzwn in Eigums 
it a rearwardly extending cylindrical casing M. 30 an ' ‘ eslre a 1 ‘ma .510 5 may 8 pro 

vided in the nozzle H to position the latter at At the forward end of the casing i2 is a down- . 
. . . _ different angles with respect to the body ID with wardly disposed elbow l5 de?ning a passage in an arc of 90 degrees‘ 

way it having an outlet forming the eye ll to a l , , ' - 

fan chamber it de?ned in part by an enlarged is2661323311212as‘églzogfgagnghihgo?ffggug g: 
' ' l 35 ' 

portwn w of the casmg I2 and by a metal pate cleaned and a belt t9 extends from the brush 

it through the reduced neck 33 and into the el 
92. Disposed in the fan chamber i8 is a fan ‘730w w and is connected to a pulley ‘50 rigidly 
22 mounted on the armature shaft of a motor attached to the motor armature shaft for rotat 
enclosed in a'housing 23 which is supported on 40 mg. the brush 63 
brackets 21%, only one of which is shown, in the In Operation, if‘ it is desired 19? employ the 
casing m' The brackets 24 space the housing’ cleaner in the usual'manner, that 1s, moving the 

passageway it and-the top wall (if the casing 

' zafrom the casing M ‘to form an annular space cleaner nozzle H forwardly and rearwardly over 
25 therebetween which communicates with a dirt . the Surface to be cleaned, the spring lever M is 
bag-26 removably attached to the end of the 45 depressed and the nozzle H rotated until the lat 
casing it by a bracket 21. The cleaner is ma- ter is transverse to the cleaner body or motor I 
nipulated by a carrying handle 28 attached to armature, as Shown in Figures 3 and 4- The . 
the. cleaner body it by suitable means such as Spring biased lever tt‘will engage the slot 46 and 
screws 29. A switchtt is positioned in the ban-1 locks the nozzle rigidly with respect to the cleaner 
die 28 and is connected to the motor by unshown 50 body It. In this position of the nozzle, the belt 
conductors and to .a source of electric current 49 has a quarter turn and upon energizing the 

' by-Yineans of a cord 3| secured to the rear of motor it rotates the brush 48 to loosen the cm 
the handle 28. - . _~ bedded dirt and the suction created by the fan 

The‘n'ozzle ll is provided with an elongated 22 draws the dirt through the nozzle II and elbow 
downwardly disposed'open mouth 32 which com-‘5B l5 into the fan chamber I8 and discharges it 



2 
through the annular chamber 25 into the dirt 
bag 26. > 

If it is desired to employ the cleaner in con 
?ned places, as for example in comers, the lever 
42 is depressed and the nozzle rotated 90 degrees 
to the position shown in Figures 1 and 2, and the 
spring biased lever 42 engages the slot 45 to lock 
the nozzle in position. In this position of the 
nozzle, the ?ared end 5| thereof extends below 
the cleaner body It, as shown in Figure 1, so as 
not to materially unbalance the cleaner, where 

_ by the operator may easily move the cleaner from 
side to side and, if desired, forwardly and rear 
wardly to remove dirt from the surface'being 

cleaned. ' 
‘I claim: 
1. A'suction cleaner comprising a body, a noz-l 

' -zle mounted at one end‘ of said body for move 
ment to di?erent adjusted positions, a fan cham 
her in said body and‘ having an inlet communi 
eating with said nozzle, va motor for driving a fan 

i in said fan chamber and having its driving shaft 
,extending through said fan chamber inlet, a 
brush rotatably mounted in said nozzle for en 
gagement with the surface to be cleaned, a, belt 
connected to said extended shaft ‘and said ‘brush 
to rotate the latter, said nozzle being movable 
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to adjusted positions parallel or transverse to 
said‘ shaft, and said belt operating to rotate said 
brush in'said adjusted positions with respect to 
‘said shaft; 

’ 2. A suction cleaner comprising a body, a noz 
zle mounted on said body for movement to dif 
ferent adjusted positions, a fan chamber in said 
body and having an inlet communicating with 
said nozzle, a motor having a shaft for driving 
a fan in said fan chamber and having its driv» ‘' 
ing shaft extending through said fan chamber 
inlet, a brush rotatably mounted in said nozzle 
for engagement with the surface to be cleaned 
and movable with said nozzle when the latter is 
moved to said different adjusted positions, and a 
belt connected to said extended shaft and said 
brush to rotate‘ the latter, said belt being with 
out twists when said nozzle and its brush are in' 
one adjusted position, said belt being so arranged 

between said extended shaft and brush that movement of said nozzle normal to said one ad-r ' ‘ 

justed position and parallel to said motor shaft‘ ; 
' places a quarter-turn twist in said belt between 
, said extended shaft‘ and said brush, said belt op 
erating to rotate said brush in anyadjusted posi 
tion of said nozzle with respect to said body. 

HOMER H. SLOAN. 


